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Divine throne, Niiru-dln Jahanglr bin Akbar Badshah."
Akbar died early in the previous month, A ban, and so
Jahanglr must have written this in less than a month after
his accession. The MS. bears the seal of a former owner,
'All Ahmad Khan, with the date 1208, and there is entered
in Persian the statement that the price of the MS. was
Rs. 7,000. The illustrations are very beautiful, and have
been well preserved. Nowhere have I seen another MS.
with so many and so good illustrations. The British Museum
possesses a fine copy of the Babarnama, the illustrations to
which are in some instances by the same artists as those
of the Clarke MS., but they are inferior, I think, in
execution. Only one of these bears the name of Basawan.
Unfortunately, the Clarke MS. is only a fragment. The
illustrations begin with the fifth year and end with the
twenty-second year of the reign. The first of these is-
numbered 32, and represents the catching in pits of chitas,
or hunting leopards. Among the most interesting are
pictures of the death of Bairam Khan, and of his widow
and infant son being conveyed to Ahmadabad, of Akbar's
causing Adham Khan to be flung down the steps of his
palace, of the births of Jahanglr (Sellm) and Murad, of
Akbar's pilgrimage on foot to Ajmere, and a remarkable
one of Akbar sitting exhausted and speechless from thirst.
He had gone off hunting wild asses, and became separated
from his attendants. I have made a catalogue of the
illustrations and hope to publish it some day.
H. BEVERIDGE.
March 1st, 1905.
INSCRIPTION IN THE ATALA MOSQUE.
The explanation given by Major Vost, in his paper on the
Jaunpur and Zafarabad inscriptions in the Journal of the
Royal Asiatic Society for January, 1905 (pp. 138-139), of
the reading of the third hemistich of the Persian inscription
in the Atala Mosque, seems to be entirely erroneous. The
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metre (Ramal Octameter Catalectic) shows clearly that the
words which lie on the left margin are a part of the third
hemistich. Secondly, Bingari is not a Persian or Arabic
name, nor is it an actual or conceivable Indian name.
Thirdly, the name of the composer of an inscription is never
given at the side of it in the manner suggested. It is
rarely given at all, but, if occurring, would be found either
in the actual body of the inscription or in a colophon at
the end. Finally, it seems probable that the words are
really LJ/^J J\ (' if you reflect,' or ' if you observe ') if
Major Vost is right in reading the first word as beginning
with an alif, though on metrical grounds <J/~^>. j> would be
preferable, the sense remaining unchanged.
R. P. DEWHURST, I.C.S.
J.E.A.S. 1905. 24
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